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Carbon X Solutions

Doug Cleveland, M.D. 

Managing Partner 

• Trained in anesthesiology at The 
University of Chicago 

• Certificate in healthcare economics 
from Harvard Business School 

• Practicing physician 

• Loves entrepreneurship 

• Has consulted in hospitals across U.S. 
to improve their patient outcomes 
and profitability 

• Lead a team of investors in 
midwestern real estate

Chris Wake 
Customer Service, Marketing 

• BAS in Animal Science 

• US Navy veteran 

• Six Sigma Black Belt 

• Entrepreneur with dozens of 
successful business launches 

• Background in animal feed and 
food waste industries

Kent Leichliter 
Technology 

• BS in Computer Science and MS 
in Management Information 
Systems 

• IT Professional and technology 
enthusiast 

• Designed and built his own off-
grid solar generation system



Carbon X Solutions

No other program like CXS 

Opportunity for… 

• Competitive edge for your solar business 

• Residual income



CXS Origin Story: The Beginning



CXS Origin Story: An Important Observation

Larger companies selling their green credits 

Homeowners and smaller businesses left out 

But why?  

Can we find a way?



CXS Origin Story: Hurdles 

Market is… 

• Complex and confusing 

• Full of inconsistently used terminology 

• Evolving 

• Disinterested in you and me



A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO ACCESS AN UNTAPPED MARKET 

TO BEAT COMPETITORS, NEED TO MOVE NOW



How the Green Markets Work

Ready to nerd out?



Paris Agreement



Paris Agreement

• Significant international pressure 

• Each country submits GHG emission targets 

• Aggregate goal is 50% by 2030 

• U.S. committed to halving carbon emissions by 2030 and to produce 
100% carbon pollution free electricity by 2035



😳 



Paris Agreement

• Agreement has teeth 

• Successful climate litigation 

• Netherlands 

• Germany 

• Shell Oil 

• Seems likely U.S. will have to participate long-term



States Have a Say

38 states have established goals



Institutions Have a Say



Role of Green Credits

To accomplish their goals, entities may 

• Investment in costly equipment to reduce their GHG 
emissions 

• Purchase green credits to offset their GHG emissions



How the Solar Green Credit Market Works

A solar 
installation 
produces energy 
to power a 
business or home

For every 1 MWh 
the system 
produces, the 
owner is entitled 
to 1 green credit

Credits are sold 
to businesses and 
others to offset 
the GHG they 
produce

The seller of the 
credits earns 
money



How the CXS Platform Works

Register 
client in 
online 
portal

CXS 
processes 

registration

Green 
credits 

tracked by 
our 

proprietary 
system

Credits sold 
in most 

lucrative 
market

CLIENTS AND YOU ARE PAID ONCE PER YEAR



Market Growth Potential

• Data points to a sharp increase in demand 

• Expect increase in prices



Market Growth Potential



Market Growth Potential



Market Growth Potential

In survey of 200 business leaders 
• 55% viewed company’s spend on credits non-discretionary 

• 92% expect prices for credits to increase 

McKinsey estimates we will need 
• 15X the number of credits to reach 2030 goals 

• 100x the number of credits to reach 2035 goals



Market Growth Potential

• BCG predicts market value will increase from $2B in 2020 to 
$40B by 2030 

•McKinsey estimates $50B by 2030 

•Morgan Stanley suggests $100B by 2030 and $250B by 2050



The CXS Difference

1. Offer opportunity for homeowners and small- and medium-sized businesses the opportunity to 
participate in the green energy credit markets nationwide—no other program offers this 
coverage 

2. We aggregate residential and commercial credits together, making them more attractive to 
potential buyers  

3. We leverage our understanding of multiple markets, including domestic and international, to 
sell credits for the highest possible price 

4. We continuously monitor domestic and international policy change and look for resulting 
market opportunities 

5. Residual income for BV Power salesperson and solar owner 

6. A rare and true win-win for BV Power salesperson and solar owner, with no downside risk



The success of our program is up to you!

The BV Power Charge



New Agent Enrollment



Create Credentials



Enter Account Details



Registration Errors



Agent Home Page



NEW PROJECT REGISTRATION



Project Address



Project Physical Location



Project Details



Technical Details



Review & Submit



Signing



Signing Options



Done!
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Chris Wake
• Grew up in Ag Business 
• Animal Science degree 
• Six Sigma Black Belt 
• Served four years in the Navy 

(2002-2006) 
• Over ten years of turning waster into 

reusable products 
• Food waste into feed 
• Upcycling animal by-products 
• Upcycling paper waste 

• Worked with different carbon tax 
credits like 45Q (manufacturing tax 
credit) 

• Own my own business



There is a race to a trillion-
dollar industry. 
BloombergNEF reports that 
by 2037 the market value of 
carbon credits will be over 1 
trillion dollars.  



How Does Carbon X Solutions Green Credits Grab Market 
Share? 

Other Solar Reps
Even if we lose on sales 
opportunity, we can use other 
solar reps to help us gain access 
to projects that we missed out 
on.

Missed Solar Sales
We can still go to homeowners that 
didn’t buy BV Solar panels and partner 
with them. 

Previous Solar Customers
This should be one the first people 

we engage with. We already have a 
relationship. We know them.

New Solar 
Customers

Tie Carbon X Solutions Green 
Credits right into the new sale.
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Project

Non-BV Solar 
10%

BV Solar 2 
5%

BV Solar 3 
5%

Non-BV Business 1 
30% 

BV Business 2  
50% 

Aggregation Model with Non-
BV Solar and BV Solar Together



43Why Sell to Non-BV Power Customers?

BV Power

Build Rapport
We can build a rapport that BV Power is the place to go. We help out 
customers we didn’t sell solar to.

Gain Market Share

BV Power has a small portion of the market share in 
regard to solar.

We are in a race to grab market share as quickly as 
possible. This is a blitz campaign. 



44Building Rapport to Non-BV Solar Customers

We will build the 
reputation that BV Solar 
reps have solutions that 

other solar companies 
don’t.  They will refer their 

friends to BV Solar 
instead of your 

competition. 

Puts BV on Top

. With BV and Carbon X 
Solutions as partners it 

shows that you’re a team 
player. 

Partnership

Shows that your part of a 
winning team.

Management

Innovation is the 
foundation for everything. 
Innovation isn’t just better 
panels, but it can be 
finding ways to bring 
profits to  everyone. 

Innovation

1

2

3

4



Other Sales Agents and Non BV Solar Customers

1 Educate
Non-BV Solar sales agents and their customers might not 
trust us or understand the opportunity to work together. This 
is where we have to teach them that this is a new product. 
This isn’t something they already have. 

2 Relationship
Just like any client we have to build a relationship with 
them. We are selling them a new product. 

3 Sell
Once we educate and build relationship we then can sell.



Key Points in Old Projects

1 Credits 

2 Infrastructure

3 Sign the Contract

They could be eligible for credits for the last twelve months of 
production and moving forward. Old credits will be worth less. 

They still need to have an invertor that we can connect to and 
maintain wifi. 

They still must sign a new contract that gives CXS the rights to their 
solar credits. 



This is Still a Win/Win Deal!

Lose/Lose Win/Lose Win/Win



Summary
• Access to an untapped market with enormous upside potential…we hope you are as 

excited as we are! 

• Demonstrated how to enroll clients into the system 

• Given tips on how to sell to existing and future clients and non-clients 

• Support 

• Coming soon: educational materials and how-to on carbonxsolutions.com 

• info@carbonxsolutions.com 

• 800-897-4962



carbonxsolutions.com


